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The big picture
•

DC shares responsibilities and obligations generally associated with
both state and local governments

•

DC does not have full state taxing authority: not allowed to tax income
earned within its borders by non-residents

•

DC, like many central cities, has significant spending obligations
– DC has a large low-income population, with above-average needs for public
services (high unemployment, high poverty rate)
– At the same time, DC has a very high per capita income
– The cost of providing services is high (high rents, property values, wages).

•

As a capital city, DC hosts many tax-exempt institutions

•

Other adverse effects of not being a state:
– DC lacks Senate representation
– DC does not have full budget authority

•

DC does not have TELs but does have balanced budget requirements

•

Being the national capital confers some advantages, though

•

Does DC have a structural deficit problem?
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The big picture

Estimated Percent of People of All Ages in Poverty for District of Columbia
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DC has a poverty rate of 15% (US = 12%),
and median household income above $90,000 (US = $68,000).
LEFT: Poverty rate. RIGHT: Median household income.
Source: SIAPE
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General trends

State and local, general revenue by source, per capita.
Source: Annual Survey of State and Local Government Finances, 1977–2020
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General trends

State and local, percentage of tax revenue by source.
Source: Annual Survey of State and Local Government Finances, 1977–2020
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General trends

Snapshot, 2019 and 2020.
Source: Annual Survey of State and Local Government Finances, 1977–2020.
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Volatility
•

States need a stable source of revenues
– Need to balance their budget every year
– Sales taxes: recession proof? Maybe not during COVID

•

Relative to other states, DC’s tax revenues are not exceptionally
volatile

DC’s tax revenue volatility (coefficient of variation, 1976-2017).
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Dependency on federal government funds
State tax revenue and
federal intergov. transfers

•

Local government tax revenue and
federal + state intergov. transfers

Role of intergovernmental transfers:
– During the Great Recession the federal government compensated (at least in the short
term), part of the decline in state tax revenue
– Transfers to local govts, however, went down in the aftermath of the Great Recession,
when they were needed most
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Dependency on federal government funds

•

For the median US state, the IG funding percentage declined until
about 1980 but has increased thereafter

•

Over time, DC has relied less and less on Federal funding
– In 1976 Federal Intergovernmental Grants (IG) comprised nearly half of DC’s
total revenues. This proportion has declined steadily since then
– In the fiscal year 2017, 27% of DC’s total revenue came from federal funds
(this is just about the median percentage among US states)

•

While Federal Government funding tends to partially offset state
revenue losses during economic downturns, the evidence that it does
this for DC does not seem very strong
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Dependency on federal government funds

Source: Annual Survey of State and Local Government Finances, 1977–2020
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What the tax system can/cannot accomplish
•

Principles guiding an ideal tax system:
–
–
–
–
–

•

Economic efficiency
Equity
Transparency (tax complexity)
Administration cost + compliance costs
Revenue generation

Some of these principles, however, are substantially more complicated
to achieve at the state and local level
– Trade-offs among the objectives

•

Tax complexity
– Simpler taxes have benefits
• Reduce taxpayers’ costs of complying with the tax system, reduce unintentional
tax evasion, and reduce the likelihood that taxpayers would see the tax system
as fair

– ... and costs
• Reduce the ability of policymakers to achieve other goals of tax policy (equity,
target and stimulate a specific activity or geographical area)
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Taxes and mobility across space: Migration
Inflow
Outflow
Diff.
Non-migrants
(Diff./Non-migrants) (%)

Returns
28,237
36,267
-8,030
263,182
-3%

Individuals
38,420
53,796
-15,376
444,616
-3%

AGI
2,324,592
3,772,190
-1,447,598
32,524,362
-4%

Migration data 2019–2020. DC Total Migration: US + Foreign. AGI: in 1,000.
Source: IRS.
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Taxes and mobility across space: Some findings
•

Taxes and migration

[Tax Foundation, IRS Data, between 2019 and 2020]

– 28 states experienced a net gain in income tax filers from (top 5: FL, TX, AZ,
NC, SC)
– 22 states and DC experienced a net loss (top 5: NY, CA, IL, MA, NJ)
– Overall, states with lower taxes and “sound tax” structures experienced
stronger inbound migration
•

Mobility responses of star scientists to personal and corporate income
taxes
[Moretti and Wilson (2017)]
– Long-run elasticity of mobility relative to taxes: 1.8 for personal income taxes,
1.9 for state corporate income tax, and -1.7 for the investment tax credit

•

Impact of personal and corporate income taxes on the location of
inventors
[Akcigit et al. (2018)]
– Inventors are less likely to locate in states with higher taxes
– Elasticity to the net-of-tax personal rate of the number of inventors residing in
a state: 0.11 for inventors from that state, 1.23 for inventors not from that
state (elasticity is higher for corporate tax rates)
– Interstate is more elastic: cross-state spillovers and business stealing (does not
add to total innovation, simply reshuffles resources among states)
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Taxes and mobility across space: Some findings

•

Incidence of state corporate taxes on the welfare of workers,
landowners, and firm owners
[Suárez Serrato and Zidar (2016)]
– Firm owners bear 40% of the incidence, workers 30-35%, landowners 25-30%
– Most firms choose to pay higher taxes and locate where their productivity is
highest, rather than chase tax incentives

•

Impact of state taxes on business activity

[Giroud and Rauh (2019)]

– C-corp: employment and number of establishments have short-run corporate
tax elasticities -0.4 to -0.5; no response to changes in personal tax rates
– Pass-through entities: tax elasticities of -0.2 to -0.4 with respect to personal
tax rates; no response to changes in corporate tax rates
– Half of the effect is driven by the reallocation of resources across states
– Larger responses by firms in tradable and footloose industries
•

Location decisions of workers/firms are more responsive to after-tax
real wages/profits than to government spending
[Fajgelbaum et al. (2019)]
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Commuting
•

DC has an unusually large number of workers who live outside the city
– The percentage of jobs located in DC filled by individuals who reside outside of DC
(inflow rate) is 69.6% in DC
– These inflow jobs are more likely to be high-paying

•

Inflow rates for other large cities:
– New York City: 27.9%, Philadelphia: 46.8%, Chicago: 46.2%

•

Prior to the pandemic, the DC region had one of the longest average
commutes in the country
– Commutes tend to be longer in areas where housing is more expensive
– Compared to 2019, the average one-way commute in DC declined by 4.6 minutes in
2021 (U.S. Census data)
– Downtown traffic congestion in US major cities is still lower (27%) relative to
pre-pandemic levels (data does not include DC)
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Destination
Total Primary Jobs
Washington city, DC
Arlington CDP, VA
Bethesda CDP, MD
Tysons CDP, VA
Alexandria city, VA
North Bethesda CDP, MD
Silver Spring CDP, MD
Rockville city, MD
Baltimore city, MD
Reston CDP, VA
All Other Locations

Count
292,720
194,065
13,715
6,266
5,687
5,341
2,719
2,573
2,188
1,960
1,578
56,628

Share
100.0%
66.3%
4.7%
2.1%
1.9%
1.8%
0.9%
0.9%
0.7%
0.7%
0.5%
19.3%

Origin
Total Primary Jobs
Washington city, DC
Arlington CDP, VA
Alexandria city, VA
Silver Spring CDP, MD
Bethesda CDP, MD
Waldorf CDP, MD
Bowie city, MD
Clinton CDP, MD
Chillum CDP, MD
Wheaton CDP, MD
All Other Locations

Count
638,662
194,065
34,877
19,569
12,027
8,137
7,755
6,263
5,486
5,004
4,802
340,677

Share
100.0%
30.4%
5.5%
3.1%
1.9%
1.3%
1.2%
1.0%
0.9%
0.8%
0.8%
53.3%

Inflow/outflow, primary jobs. LEFT: From DC to workplace (33.3% commute outside of DC).
RIGHT: From residential place to DC (commuters from outside of DC get 69.6% of DC jobs).
Source: Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD) Origin-Destination Employment Statistics (LODES), 2019
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Remote work
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Remote work is here to stay.
Percent of paid full days working from home.
LEFT: Pre-COVID estimate taken from the 2017-2018 American Time Use Survey.
RIGHT: For the top largest cities. DC = 33.6% (09/2022).
Source: Survey of Working Arrangements and Attitudes (SWAA) (www.wfhresearch.com).
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Remote work

Fiscal risk is higher in those cities with a large share of jobs in finance, management, and
professional sectors and with a large number of inflow commuters. DC is particularly vulnerable.
Source: PEW
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Remote work
•

During the pandemic, households, business, and real estate demand
within 12 large US cities shifted from high-density CBDs to low-density
suburbs: “Donut Effect”
[Ramani and Bloom (2021)]
– Reallocation across cities (from large to smaller cities) has not occurred at a
large scale

Resident population, percentage change, 07/2020 – 07/2021.
Source: US Census Bureau.
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WFH and office real estate
Occupancy rate (3/4/2020 – 10/19/2022)
•

Occupancy rising for
the past two years

•

Avg. 10 large cities =
47.9%

•

DC (MSA) = 44.6%
(10/19/2022)

Office vacancy rate change (Q4 2019-Q4 2021) and
WFH % – US metros
•

MSAs with higher
WFH had higher
increases in vacancy

Source: TOP: Kastle Back to Work Barometer. BOTTOM: Moody’s Analytics CRE, US Census Household Pulse Survey
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WFH and office real estate
•

Large declines in office values will negatively affect local public finances
and the stability of the financial sector

•

Study on the NYC office market

[Gupta, Mittal, and Van Nieuwerburgh (2022)]

– Office values declined 33% (2020); decline 28% in long-run
– Higher quality office buildings (newer, more amenities) somewhat protected
against the decline; lower quality buildings suffered larger declines
– Estimates suggest that at the national level office values could decrease by
nearly $500 billion in the next decade
Sales tax collections and office occupancy – DC

•

Sales tax collection is
positively associated
with office occupancy
Source: DC Policy Center
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Tax Policy: A Few Considerations
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Tax reform

•

States increasingly seem to recognize that tax codes need updating

•

During 2021 and 2022:
–
–
–
–
–
–

•

Individual income tax rate reductions (10 states, possibly 2 more by EOY)
A few states moving toward flat income tax rates
Corporate income tax rate reductions (6 states, possibly 1 more by EOY)
Permanently exclude groceries from sales tax bases (2 states)
Temporary tax relief of gasoline tax (5 states)
Return surplus revenue through direct tax rebates (11 states)

Tax reform or temporary relief?
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Taxes and equity
•

Overall, S&L tax systems tend to increase income inequality
–
–
–
–

•

Levy highest effective tax rates on the lowest-income taxpayers
Top 5% percent pay a smaller share of S&L taxes than their share of income
Low and moderate-income families pay a larger share of their income on S&L sales taxes
Low and middle-income taxpayers tend to pay more S&L taxes based on what they buy
(sales, excise taxes) than on what they earn (income taxes)

States with no personal income taxes are not necessarily low-tax states
– To compensate, they tend to rely more heavily on sales and excise taxes
– They are not necessarily low-tax states for everyone

•

According to the ITEP Tax Inequality Index, DC is among the states with the
lowest level of tax regressivity
– Graduated personal income tax structure, refundable EITC, limits on itemized deductions,
refundable property tax “circuit breaker”, groceries excluded from the sales tax base

•

Income taxes (individual, corporate) seem to be more important drivers of
localization decisions (individuals and firms) than sales, property
– A shift from income to sales may have an impact on business location, but does the tax
system become more regressive?
Source: Institute on Taxation & Economic Policy, 2018. “Who Pays?” report.
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ITEP Tax Inequality Index
Measures the effects of each state’s tax system on income inequality.
Source: Institute on Taxation & Economic Policy, 2018. “Who Pays?” report.
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Interjurisdictional competition

•

Fiscal incentives are offered by most locations (interjurisdictional
competition)
– As a result, they do not affect the relative cost of businesses across locations
– The cost differences that existed without incentives are preserved; business
taxes are lower at all locations

•

Competition across jurisdictions has become more subtle
– Not necessarily on tax rates, but on tax provisions embedded in the tax code
– State Corporate Income Tax
• Apportionment formula, the definition of the tax base

– General sales taxes (45 states + DC)
• Current tax rates: lowest = 2.9% (CO), highest = 7.25% (CA), 4 states: 7%
(IN, MI, RI, TN), 10 states: 6%–7%, 10 states: 6%
• Variation in tax rates is misleading: large variation in sales tax bases
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Site Selection
•

When assessing the impact of S&L’s fiscal policy on business, it would
be more appropriate to use the “net burden”:
S&L taxes – [S&L public services + local amenities/economic conditions]

•

Factors that determine where businesses decide to locate
Site selection factor
Availability of skilled labor
Highway accessibility
Energy availability and costs
Quality of life
Labor costs
Construction costs
Corporate tax rate
Tax exemptions
State and local incentives
Shipping costs

2020 rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2019 rank
2
1
7
4
3
5
6
8
14
15

Annual Corporate Survey: Executives.
Executives are asked to rate economic and quality-of-life factors relevant to site selection.
Source: Area Development Magazine
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Tax policy: A few considerations
•

How to accurately measure business tax burden across states?
– Share of total S&L taxes collected from businesses
– Ratio of total business taxes in a state to a measure of business size or income
– Compare profitability of “identical” firms across states

•

Implementing tax incentives:
– Reduction in the overall level of business taxes for all businesses (i.e., replace taxes
collected from businesses with personal taxes on consumption or income)
• May benefit some firms that have no intention of expanding or relocating

– Targeted tax incentives: available only for specific types of firms or firms in specific
circumstances (more commonly used
• Requires government and political process to decide which firms to target
•

Who benefits from tax incentives?
– Role of consumer and factor mobility

•

S&L collection of general sales taxes (as a share of tax revenue) has been
declining since the beginning of the 2000s
– Despite increases in sales tax rates: shrinking tax base due to higher purchases of
services relative to goods, increased internet and mail-order sales, and expansion of
exemptions
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Main takeaways
1. Evidence concerning the influence of S&L government fiscal policies on
localization decisions of businesses and households is somewhat mixed
– Fiscal policies have different effects on industries with different characteristics
– Labor costs and skills, energy costs, and advantages of agglomeration
economies are generally important localization factors

2. There seems to be a trend towards a S&L tax system that relies more
on sales and property taxes rather than income taxes
– More efficient, but also more regressive tax system?
– Reduce the regressivity of sales tax less by exempting groceries; reduce the
regressivity of property taxes through “circuit breaker” programs
– Collection of sales taxes can be tricky (retail vs. services)

3. DC is in a unique position
– Taxes on businesses are relatively high, but its tax system is among the least
regressive among S&L governments

4. What do we expect the S&L tax system to accomplish?
– Improve local economic conditions and make residents better-off
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